INTRODUCTION

In the aftermath of the Second World War, about 20,000 migrants arrived in Belgium. Among them were Polish soldiers who had served with the Allies and liberated parts of Flanders and Soviet women forced labourers, often called Ostarbeiterinnen, who travelled to Belgium after they had been employed in the Nazi war industry. Both groups had a lot in common. They were young and unmarried upon arrival, and they married Belgians soon afterward. Furthermore, they came from Central and Eastern Europe and their migration and settlement took place on the eve of the Cold War. This geopolitical context made it difficult or even impossible for them to visit or return to their homelands. The most important difference between the two groups was that these men and women were differently treated by the gender-specific migration and naturalisation policies of their home and host countries. This chapter explores the ramifications of these differences upon their experience of arrival and the settlement process.

TWO GROUPS OF MIGRANTS

The First Polish Armoured Division was established in Poland in the 1930s and numbered at its peak about 16,000 soldiers. After the invasion of the Soviet Union in September 1939, the Division fled the country and marched through Southern Europe and France. The Division helped to liberate Northern France, Belgium and the Netherlands. In sixteen days it passed through Flanders. During their stay, many soldiers fell in love with young Flemish women. After the Division had passed through the Netherlands it hoped to march on and liberate Poland, but in February 1945 the Yalta Conference consolidated the Soviet Union's influence on Poland. After the war the Division was set up as an occupying force in Germany for two years. By the time it was dissolved, about three hundred soldiers had married Flemish women. Most of them settled in the Flemish cities they had
helped to liberate. They became known as ‘Polish liberators’, a term former Division soldiers also used to refer to themselves.

The second group consisted of young women who were deported to Nazi Germany to do forced labour after the German invasion of the Soviet Union. These Ostarbeiterinnen were mainly Ukrainian, although some were Russian and Belarusian young women. They were the largest group amongst the total of 2.5 million Soviet workers and stood nearly at the bottom rung of the Nazi racial ladder. While at work, the young women met Western European deported workers, volunteers and Prisoners of War. Off duty any contact between the groups was forbidden, but at work there were numerous love affairs. After the end of the war, about 4,000 Ostarbeiterinnen chose to travel with their Belgian partners to Belgium rather than be repatriated to the Soviet Union where they could be suspected of collaboration. A few couples married in Germany, but most married in Belgium, and all settled there.

NATION, GENDER AND CITIZENSHIP

The mixed marriages these immigrant men and women contracted with Belgian citizens could change their legal position. Belgian citizenship law was based on the concept of derivative citizenship: the citizenship of the men determined the citizenship of all family members and dual citizenship was not allowed (this was also a common practice in many other countries). When people intermarried, the law required the women to exchange their original citizenship for that of their husbands. It is generally assumed that derivative citizenship in cases of intermarriage worked to immigrant women’s advantage, because they were granted the citizenship of their husbands’ country. I argue that when researching the different advantages and disadvantages for intermarried immigrant men and women with regard to citizenship, one has to look at the context in which people lived. A context specific approach needs to focus on gendered citizenship, the arrival and settlement of immigrant men and women, the dual nature of citizenship and the geopolitical situation.

For decades, scholars have neglected the influence of gender relations on the construction and functioning of nation states. Nira Yuval-Davis has analysed how gender and nation are intertwined. She argues that the construction of nation states at the end of the eighteenth century, in which an imagined ‘state of nature’ transformed into a nation state, was designed in the image of the male individual and left women outside that political project. Scholars, who do not pay attention to gender issues in their studies of the history of nation states, do exactly the same. Carole Pateman showed how marriage played a key role in maintaining the nation state. Women and men were free to consent to marriage, but marriage limited the opportunities of women because they signed a contract in which their
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rights were subordinate to those of their husbands. In Belgium for example, the Civil Code considered men responsible for their wives, whom they had to ‘protect’, whereas the wives had to ‘obey’ their husbands, and were obliged to ‘live with their husbands and to follow them’. The husbands were also supposed to take the lead economically. For instance, the marital law of property assigned responsibility to the husbands, and not the wives, for administering the family’s goods.

The concern about the unity of citizenship in the family led to the application of derivative citizenship. It reified the concept of citizenship as a masculine attribute and assumed women’s citizenship as secondary to male citizenship. The women’s citizenship was revocable and a nation state could use it as a prime marker of inclusion or exclusion. Loss of citizenship was a disincentive for women to intermarry, as was the fact that children would receive their father’s citizenship rather than their mother’s.

Research usually concentrates on the consequences of migration policy for men and women, but ignores naturalisation policy. Policy on nationality seems to be advantageous to immigrant women because they obtained the host society’s nationality when they married and immigrant men could only receive it after naturalisation. But policies on migration differ from policies for granting citizenship, as do the consequences for men and women. Only when a study focuses on both migration and naturalisation policies can the advantages and disadvantages of gendered citizenship upon arrival and during the settlement process be explored.

In the analyses of migration (and sometimes naturalisation) policies, the focus usually falls on the political status a nation state assigns to individuals, and not on the impact of this assignment on the daily lives of immigrants. With one exception, the studies that have so far been published on Polish liberators and Ostarbeiterinnen follow this trend. Individuals can simply follow the prescribed rules on migration and naturalisation policies, but may also deviate from them in their practices which can lead to other (dis)advantages for immigrant men and women. Researching migration and naturalisation policies from a bottom-up perspective allows us to understand the meaning of gendered citizenship in social practices. Acknowledging the dual nature of citizenship, as both a political status and a set of social practices, enables us to examine the correlation between gender differences in migration and naturalisation policies and the differences intrinsic to these policies.

Research on gendered citizenship is usually limited to the host country. It generally presumes that migrants want to obtain citizenship of the host country (whether or not combined with their original citizenship). However, the citizenship acquisition for individuals depends on the geopolitical situation. The Cold War context shaped specific legal opportunities for Slavic immigrants in the Atlantic World, which sometimes led to individuals wanting to give up a certain citizenship. Not only the possibility of attaining citizenship, but also of renouncing it, determines the different
opportunities of immigrant men and women (see also De Hart's chapter in this volume).

This chapter shows how gender presuppositions in migration and naturalisation policies influenced the social practices of immigrant men and women. It examines the dual nature of citizenship in a specific historical context. The study indicates how different situations at different times were advantageous to intermarried immigrant men and women.

METHOD AND SOURCES

In the source material I looked for names of individuals belonging to the two migration groups and consulted their files in Belgian government archives. This enabled me to determine firstly, what criteria the Belgian state used to permit foreigners to settle on Belgian territory and to receive Belgian citizenship, and secondly, how individual migrants dealt with these possibilities. Additional information on the influence of state policy on the social practices of individuals came from interviews with Polish liberators and Ostarbeiterinnen.

The three hundred Polish liberators knew each other well since they lived concentrated in the liberated cities and frequently attended memorial ceremonies. I was able to find information in membership rolls of migrant organisations, in articles in the migration press and through networks of survivors. My search resulted in sixty-two names of Polish liberators, for whom I found fifty-one files in the Archive of the Belgian Aliens Police and fifty-two naturalisation dossiers in the Archive of the Belgian Ministry of Internal Affairs. The files from the Aliens Police gave information on the permission to individuals to stay temporarily and on their legal situation. The naturalisation dossiers contained personal applications, tax declaration forms, a copy of the police record and a screening report from the public prosecutor. The later the liberator applied for naturalisation, the more information was in the dossier. I also interviewed twelve liberators between July 2005 and February 2006. The liberators told me how they dealt with their changing legal situation in Belgium and in Poland.

The Ostarbeiterinnen were more numerous and lived scattered throughout Belgium. Despite their higher number, their dispersal made them less visible than the liberators. The largest migrant organisation, the Association for Soviet Citizens (Soiuz Sovetskikh Grazhdan), did not keep their membership rolls. I therefore decided to make a case study of Antwerp. In the city’s marriage register I discovered the names of seventy-nine Russian, Ukrainian or Belarusian young women who married Belgians in 1945. Only sixty-five individual files could be found in the Archive of the Aliens Police. Since the Ostarbeiterinnen became Belgians after marriage, the data in the files are limited to arrival and later possible departure from Belgian territory. Derivative citizenship in Belgium made the settlement process

ARRIVING: POLISH LIBERATORS

When the First Polish Armoured Division operated as an occupying force in Germany, its soldiers could easily come on leave to Belgium or the Netherlands. It was therefore not unusual that soldiers in 1945 or 1946 married while still holding their pre-war Polish passports and that the wives stayed with their Belgian parents awaiting demobilisation, as did this couple:

Husband: I was already married in 1946. My wife was Polish for six weeks, because then she had to choose.
Wife: And then I wanted Belgian citizenship back.
Husband: But our son became Belgian when I became Belgian because he did his military service. 28

The wife initially received Polish citizenship, but shortly after her marriage asked for her Belgian citizenship back. This was what all Belgian women married to Polish liberators did. From 1922, Belgium allowed brides to re-obtain their original citizenship and to renounce the newly gained citizenship in the first six months after the wedding. As the Belgian citizenship law still underlined the importance of unity of citizenship in a family, women only made use of this addendum when their husbands were refugees and thus did not have citizenship. The fact that the wives of Polish citizens asked for their original citizenship back was exceptional. It can, however, easily be explained by the situation the Polish soldiers faced on the eve of the Cold War.

At the end of 1946, the British government decided to dissolve the First Polish Armoured Division. The soldiers were encouraged to return to Poland, but as they felt betrayed by the Yalta Conference and feared prosecution by the Polish communist regime, only a few accepted that offer. The British government then established a Polish Resettlement Corps as part of the British army that offered training programs to prepare the soldiers for civilian life. However, signing up for the corps had a serious consequence. A Polish decree stated that Polish soldiers who joined a foreign army would lose their citizenship. The British government made clear to the soldiers that joining the corps was the only way to stay in the West, and that the International Refugee Organisation would exchange their Polish passport for a Displaced Person's status. The Belgian women were already married by the time their husbands received Displaced Person's status. It is however understandable that even before this change they preferred their original Belgian citizenship to the uncertainty of Polish citizenship. If the Belgian
women had decided to keep their Polish citizenship, their status would have been downgraded to that of a Displaced Person, since the time period following the marriage in which they could ask for citizenship change had already expired by the time their husbands became Displaced Persons. The Cold War context thus created a situation in which the husbands with their Displaced Person’s status enjoyed fewer rights than their wives.

The Displaced Person status prevented the repatriation of Polish liberators. The Belgian state could only expel a Displaced Person when he or she had found legal admission into a country other than the home country. The fact that the Polish liberators were married to Belgian citizens further complicated expulsion: the Belgian state would be expelling its own citizens. The mixed marriage granted Polish liberators an advantage other immigrants did not have. But marriage did not guarantee liberators the right to stay in Belgium. Only when a Belgian employer could provide employment for at least two years, could the liberator receive a temporary work and residence permit. The criterion for staying was not his marriage, but his usefulness to the Belgian economy. This corresponds with the idea of male economic responsibility for the family. Theoretically liberators could receive permission to stay in Belgium without marriage, but in practice all liberators who could fulfill this criterion were married to Belgian women.

The liberators had spent their adolescent years in the army and most did not hold any degree, apart from their training as soldiers. Moreover, they did not speak Dutch and the modest demobilisation premium they received did not guarantee any financial independence. To find a job, they relied on the family networks of their wives. Most liberators were employed in the business of their family-in-law or their acquaintances. Wives were not allowed to employ their husbands in their businesses and needed to transfer at least half of their assets to their husbands. Although the law created a legal dependency of wives on their Polish liberator husbands, the economic responsibility of the men was in practice guaranteed by the family networks of the women.

Some Polish liberators, but not as many as in other countries of settlement, signed up for a training program at the Polish Resettlement Corps in Great Britain, planning to join their wives in Belgium afterwards. But the return to Belgium went less smoothly than they had expected. Those who possessed a valid Belgian work permit before they left for Great Britain could easily join their wives. Those who did not were sent to the Belgian mines. The Belgian coal industry was highly profitable in the first years after the war and there was a shortage of labour. Belgian migration policy was directed towards employing migrants as miners. Belgian wives, whose family networks had not been able to provide their husbands with work permits, followed them to the mining regions. It was the wives who secured their husbands’ role as family providers. The women took this responsibility seriously because their own welfare was also at stake.
At the beginning of the 1950s, these miners benefited from an important policy liberalisation. Following the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, the Belgian government offered a permanent work and residence permit to all Displaced Persons who had already lived in Belgium for three years and allowed them to search for employment in sectors other than the mines. As such, Displaced Persons were privileged over other immigrants.42

The wives of Polish liberators did not permanently change citizenship and were thus not excluded from the Belgian nation state. Interestingly, they also did not experience feelings of exclusion because of their mixed marriages in their local environments. Contrary to the commonly held view in research, the out-marriage of these women was not seen as problematic.43 Surprisingly, almost all their fathers had been Belgian combatants in the First World War and had voluntarily offered the Polish liberators lodging and they had sometimes even actively encouraged their daughters to meet Polish liberators. A Polish liberator told me that he had slept in his future father-in-law's home:

"We moved on, but her father was also a soldier, in the First World War, and when we moved on again... yeah, [we] couldn't say much but it was obvious to me and he said: 'if one of you come on holiday to Belgium please come here'.44"

The Polish liberator liked the man's daughter and accepted that invitation several times. During his visits he could easily spend time with her. They fell in love and married two years later. As ex-combatants, the Polish liberators had something in common with their fathers-in-law. It made the mixed marriages of Polish liberators acceptable and even desirable.45

ARRIVING: OSTARBEITERINNEN

In January 1945, the first Ostarbeiterinnen arrived in Belgium with their partners and went to live with them, as they did in other Western European countries such as France and the Netherlands.46 Later, Ostarbeiterinnen with Belgian partners joined the convoys organised by the Belgian Committee for Repatriation to bring Belgian workers back from Germany.47 Upon arrival, the women and their partners were interrogated. Only the women who could show a German marriage certificate and whose husbands were not suspected of collaboration, could stay with their husbands. Thanks to their married status, they acquired Belgian citizenship.

The unmarried women were put in a repatriation centre. The Yalta Treaty stipulated that all Soviet citizens who found themselves outside the borders of the Soviet Union due to war circumstances had to be repatriated.48 The Belgian government informed the Military Soviet Mission in
Belgium about the women and selected candidates for repatriation. The American Allied forces in Belgium were authorised to effectuate the repatriations. Similar arrangements existed in the Netherlands and France.

A man could only collect his Slavic fiancée from a repatriation centre if he had a temporary residence permit for her. He could obtain this from his municipal administration if he declared that he could support her financially. This placed the fiancées in a very dependent position. With a residence permit, an Ostbarbeiterin could marry. It was assumed that she would be safe from repatriation due to her new citizenship. But Soviet citizenship law was not based on the concept of derivative citizenship. The Soviet Union underlined the equality of men and women and did not allow a mixed marriage to make a Soviet woman dependent on her husband with regard to citizenship. The Soviet system simply forbade all mixed marriages and did not recognise the Belgian citizenship of Ostbarbeiterinnen married to Belgians. According to Soviet citizenship law, these women remained Soviet citizens and were not considered married. Nor could they renounce their original citizenship.

Women born in the Soviet Union were lifelong Soviet citizens, and their foreign husbands could never receive Soviet citizenship. Although international law stated that in cases of dual citizenship a Belgian in Belgium had to be seen as a Belgian, the Soviet authorities did not accept this. They had never joined the Hague Convention of 1930 which resolved internationally contradictory citizenship laws. The Military Soviet Mission therefore demanded the repatriation of all Ostbarbeiterinnen from Belgium, married or not.

As Ostbarbeiterinnen could not renounce their Soviet citizenship, they feared repatriation unless their presence in Belgium was safeguarded by the Belgian state. In June 1945, Belgian authorities reported to the Soviet Mission that they were willing to pass on the names of Slavic fiancées. However, they required a guarantee against repatriation of married women, and also of women who were at least five months pregnant, whose children were under eighteen months old or who were in a poor state of health. The main criterion for a woman to stay was a mixed marriage. The exceptions could have been motivated by humanitarian, but also by national considerations. Women who had given birth to Belgian citizens or were going to could stay. They had proven their usefulness with regard to the reproduction of the Belgian nation.

The Belgian approach was more liberal than the Dutch. This may have resulted from the fact that Belgium had been liberated earlier, its administration had been restored earlier and the Belgium government could therefore react more quickly. In the Netherlands, immediately after the war, all mixed marriages contracted in Germany after May 1940 were simply declared invalid. In August 1945 this measure was however annulled. Other migrant women in Belgium had the possibility of staying on Belgian territory independently, for example, as domestic servants, whereas the Cold War context shut this door to Ostbarbeiterinnen.
It is not known how many names the Belgian government sent to the Military Soviet Mission. In the Archive of the Aliens Police I found one list with the names of one hundred Ostarbeiterinnen. I analysed the profiles of the women and discovered who the Belgian state allowed to stay, to whom it closed its borders and how Ostarbeiterinnen dealt with these decisions.

Among the one hundred women, I found fifty-five women who were able to stay in Belgium because they married shortly after their names had been passed on to the Military Soviet Mission. Notably, seven of them did not marry the man they met in Germany, but a partner they met in Belgium through—according to the Aliens Police—debauchery and prostitution. The number of women who switched partners several times until they found a husband was small, but their behaviour influenced the reputation of Ostarbeiterinnen. They were called war whores and prostitutes. This categorisation left its mark in the testimonies of the Ostarbeiterinnen I interviewed. They explicitly defended their decency:

We did not have any prostitutes. We were always accompanied by someone. I married immediately, as did others. So that wasn't true for any of us.

Among the hundred women, there were thirty-six who did not find a husband. No marriage automatically meant repatriation. Fifteen of them arrived with a Belgian partner, who could not obtain a residence permit for his girlfriend or no longer wanted to share his life with her. Twenty-one of them had no chance of staying because they had migrated independently to Belgium. There were nine women whose destiny was unknown.

The Belgian authorities tried to prevent mixed marriages between Ostarbeiterinnen and men suspected of collaboration, but interestingly enough, they did not invalidate the marriages of later-convicted men. The list included two women whose husbands had been convicted of collaboration, but that did not harm the legal status of their marriages or their Belgian citizenship. This was also the case for wives of men who had voluntarily worked in Nazi Germany and had temporarily lost their civil rights as a punishment.

Eight women on the list were pregnant and eight had already given birth to a child in Germany. Although the Belgian state made it possible for all to stay, only the married ones did. There was, for example, a woman who arrived in Belgium with her baby. Her partner was married to another woman and started divorce proceedings. The woman placed her baby with a carer and, in order to support herself, went to live with a family as a domestic servant. In the end, she did not marry and opted for repatriation. She had the right to stay, but perhaps the lack of a supportive family network or simply homesickness made her want to leave.

In July 1945 the American Allied forces in Belgium transferred their repatriation authority to the Military Soviet Mission, but stressed the
implementation of orders had to be supervised by the Belgian authorities.\textsuperscript{69} This also happened in the neighbouring countries.\textsuperscript{70} The Belgians only cooperated by handing over the names of unmarried Ostarbeiterinnen. Soon, the rumour circulated that a Russian captain had used the excuse of registering married Ostarbeiterinnen at the Soviet Mission as a pretext to forcibly take them away to repatriation centres.\textsuperscript{71} These centres turned into mini Soviet islands which only in theory stood under Belgian supervision. Belgian authorities expressed their disapproval, but the Military Soviet Mission did not change its policy. The heavy-handed action of the Soviets motivated the Belgian authorities to protect engaged Ostarbeiterinnen against repatriation by letting them sign a declaration of intent to marry.\textsuperscript{72} This was a brave move, since diplomatic relations had to be maintained in order to ensure the safe return of Belgian Prisoners of War from the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{73} French and Dutch authorities took similar action in September 1945.\textsuperscript{74}

Fighting the conduct of the Military Soviet Mission only became possible when the persistent international protest of Soviet citizens was given a hearing by the United States. In autumn 1945, the US government decided that repatriation could only take place when Soviet citizens voluntarily agreed to it. Belgium followed this principle at the end of 1945—one month later than the Netherlands, but one earlier than France.\textsuperscript{75} The case study of Antwerp gives an idea of the consequences the policy had on the lives of Ostarbeiterinnen. Although roughly the same number of Ostarbeiterinnen married each month between May and October 1945, from September onwards, the use of declarations of intent to marry increased and the number of children that were acknowledged and pregnancies registered at marriage was high.\textsuperscript{76}

One might assume that couples with children born during the war had already decided to marry when they were still in Germany and were not helped by the Belgian protection measure, but this was not what the case study showed. Among the seven couples who married in Germany, there was only one with a child.\textsuperscript{77} The Belgian measure gave young families some time to marry and hence protected Ostarbeiterinnen against deportation. Once an Ostarbeiterin arrived at a deportation centre, there was no way back. The women must have known this, since those who were called up preferred to go into hiding.\textsuperscript{78}

The switch to voluntary repatriation did not solve all problems. Due to the different legal positions of Ostarbeiterinnen and their husbands, the couples could be torn apart. The husbands could not leave Belgium for the Soviet Union with their wives, since the Soviet Union did not recognise mixed marriages and refused the husbands entry. When Ostarbeiterinnen wanted to return independently, the Soviet embassy asked them to renounce their Belgian citizenship, which they, according to the Belgian law, could only do with the approval of their husbands. In a Soviet documentary from 1990 about Ostarbeiterinnen in Belgium made by Mikhail Kizilov, an Ostarbeiterin described her predicament:
I had, so to speak, problems. I wanted to go home, but I couldn’t. I didn’t have any money, nothing and Homère (her husband—MV) said: ‘here’s some money. Go home if you want, but you’re not taking the children with you’. And I said: ‘Oh no! These are my children!’ But then ... we made up with each other and everything was all right.79

Not only Homère, but most husbands refused their wives (and children) permission to leave. However, a refusal did not make a departure impossible. The Soviet embassy offered the Ostarbeiterinnen assistance to escape from Belgian territory. When an Ostarbeiterin simply showed her Soviet passport at the border, nobody could suspect she was also Belgian.80 This situation was later resolved in a pragmatic way. When in 1949 a Belgian became the director of a repatriation centre for Soviet citizens, he simply refused the further internment of Belgian citizens.81

SETTLING: POLISH LIBERATORS

In due course, all Polish liberators exchanged their Displaced Persons’ status for Belgian citizenship. An analysis of their naturalisations reveals with which criteria the liberators had to comply. A liberator was only qualified for naturalisation when he had lived in Belgium for at least five years.82 This was a common requirement for all people who wanted to acquire citizenship through naturalisation. The naturalisation procedure took two to three years for all liberators. The first of the fifty-two naturalisations I studied, was assigned in 1954 and the last one in 1984. The largest number took place between the years 1958 and 1963. These five years contained half of the naturalisations.

At first individual liberators applied for naturalisation, but in 1957 the Belgian Patriotic Committee of the liberated city Saint Nicolas, a Belgian ex-combatant organisation, sent in a group application for twenty liberators.83 Their involvement showed that for many liberators applying individually was too difficult. Following the group application, individual liberators from the region of Saint Nicolas also applied. They probably received support from their compatriots who had already gone through the procedure. From the mid-1960s onwards the number of applications declined, but requests now came from all over Flanders.

In the fifty-two dossiers, I found no liberator who experienced difficulties in receiving Belgian citizenship once his application was submitted. Only in two cases was naturalisation postponed, but not rejected, because the applicants had committed serious crimes.84 During the procedure the economic and financial situation of the liberator was checked, but the criteria to allow naturalisation were apparently not difficult to meet. A dubious wage estimate made by a father-in-law who employed a liberator, but
had never paid him, was accepted. An exemption from registration costs could also be granted when one had made oneself useful to the Belgian nation. That privilege was awarded to ethnic Germans, brought up in Poland, who had first served in the German army, but later deserted. Having fled to Belgium, they were active in the Belgian resistance movement until they joined the First Polish Armoured Division. From the interviews I learned that these Polish liberators nowadays do not consider their involvement in the resistance important. But Belgians did, since Belgian soldiers had hardly fought on Belgian territory and the resistance movement was therefore the only source of collective national pride.

Thanks to the group application from the Belgian Patriotic Committee in 1960, the participation of the First Polish Armoured Division in the liberation of Flanders became an argument to apply for exemption from registration costs. However, former membership of the Division was not automatically equated with useful service to the Belgian nation. The authorities meticulously checked what a liberator had done during the liberation. Those who were, for example, assigned to the reserve troops were not granted exemption. At the same time, one ethnic German-Polish liberator had to pay registration costs. The man had deserted the German army in Northern Africa and thus, in contrast to other ethnic German-Polish liberators, had not participated in the Belgian resistance movement before assisting in the liberation of Flanders. His dossier did not explicitly mention why the man was not exempted from registration costs, but since exemptions on the basis of a modest salary were always justified and naturalisation officials in those years got to the bottom of liberators' war activities, one may assume that his enrolment in the German army formed an obstacle, while it did not for his colleagues with a short Belgian resistance movement history. Earlier, the Belgian lawyer Michel Verwilghen already criticised the subjective judgments in naturalisation dossiers in the 1960s. When in the mid-1960s the number of applications fell, the war activities of the liberators were no longer checked. Every Polish liberator who had been assigned to the First Polish Armoured Division was exempted from registration costs. The focus on registration costs during the naturalisation procedure of Polish liberators showed the importance of military value to the Belgian nation. By granting exemption, the Belgian state recognised that the liberators had done their duty and therefore enjoyed the privilege of becoming Belgians for free.

When I analysed the reasons why Polish liberators applied for Belgian citizenship, I got different results from the application forms and from the interviews. In the applications Polish liberators mentioned they wanted to enjoy the same rights as Belgian citizens, who could, for example, work without having to pay for an expensive work permit or could receive subsidies for alterations of their houses. The interviews revealed two other
reasons. I discovered the first reason when I asked the interviewees: ‘When did you travel to Poland for the first time?’ most automatically answered with the question: ‘When did I become Belgian?’ The interviewees said they needed the Belgian citizenship to make a trip to Poland possible:

[In] those years as long as we were not Belgian, we were afraid to travel to Poland. They could keep us. We were against [the communist regime—MV]. But when I became Belgian I relaxed [laughs].

Was the real reason for becoming Belgian to facilitate travel to Poland? Was this something they did not want to mention on their application forms for naturalisation during the Cold War? Or do Polish liberators nowadays use the argument that it was dangerous to go to Poland so as to romanticise their change of citizenship, while their real reasons at the time they applied were more pragmatic?

The interviewees had heard persistent rumours about the fate of repatriated Polish liberators. They said they only dared to visit Poland when they were sure their Belgian citizenship would offer them protection while on Polish territory. Displaced Persons were not allowed to visit their homeland. If they did, they lost their privileged status.

Belgian citizenship offered Polish liberators protection not only in Poland, but also on Belgian territory. There is no difference in the naturalisation data of members from anti-communist organisations and organisations that were in contact with the communist Polish Consulate in Belgium, but those Polish liberators who became active in communist associations only did so after they had received Belgian citizenship. In reports to the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the communist Polish Consulate pretended it cooperated with Polish DPs, but in reality it mainly cooperated with Belgians.

A second reason for becoming a Belgian citizen, revealed during the interviews, was to make a career in the Belgian army possible for their sons. Children automatically received Belgian citizenship when the father was naturalised. They could also apply independently for naturalisation when they were sixteen, but the interviewees did not know this. A Polish liberator indicated he had applied for naturalisation after visiting a Belgian army air show with his son. He wanted to enable his son to apply for a job in the army. Also the husband in the first interview fragment of this chapter made a causal link between his son’s acquisition of Belgian citizenship and his military service. These interviewees considered it important that when one became a citizen, one was willing to do one’s duty for the nation.

After the naturalisation procedure Polish liberators could vote in local, but not in national elections and they were not allowed to run for political office. Until 1984 Belgium had two naturalisation procedures. Most immigrants, including the Polish liberators, opted for the cheapest, the ‘common’ naturalisation. When they wanted to have the same political rights as Belgian citizens, they had to apply for the more expensive and less common
Polish liberators only started to take the more expensive route in anticipation of the first European direct election in 1979 because they wanted European voting rights. A Belgian law of 1976 had already granted these rights to people who had become Belgian through the common naturalisation procedure, but the interviewees did not know this. The citizenship law of 1984 erased the differences between common and state naturalisation and granted people who naturalised the same political rights as people who were Belgians by birth.

SETTLING: OSTARBEITERINNEN

The citizenship status of some Ostarbeiterinnen and their husbands changed during their settlement process because they visited or returned to the Soviet Union. The repatriation of Ostarbeiterinnen stopped when contacts between East and West were frozen at the peak of Stalinism in 1950. Five years later, a Soviet decree permitted emigrated Soviet citizens to come on holiday. The cultural agreement of 1956 between Belgium and the USSR made this possible for Belgian Ostarbeiterinnen.
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Ostarbeiterinnen retained Belgian citizenship when they visited their families, but lost it when they wanted to settle in the Soviet Union. At the end of the 1940s for instance, they could leave if their husbands gave permission and if they resigned their Belgian citizenship. If their husbands refused, they could leave after a divorce. The case study showed that in Antwerp ten out of seventy-nine couples divorced during the settlement process, and half of them did so in the mid-1950s. The majority of the forty women who left Belgium were divorced.106 The husbands also decided whether their children could leave, but as in the 1940s the Soviet embassy acted so secretively, that the Aliens Police could not always prevent their departure.107

After Stalin died, the Soviet Union accepted that spouses of Soviet citizens could settle on its territory when they resigned their initial citizenship and became Soviet citizens.108 At least ten couples decided to leave Belgium together. However, the majority of the husbands did not enjoy living in the Soviet Union. Already in 1957, five husbands asked the Belgian embassy in Moscow to help them return. They were astonished to hear they had given up their Belgian citizenship upon departure. Since the documents they had filled in at the Soviet embassy had been in Russian, they were not aware of this fact. As the husbands had not applied to a Belgian administration, the Belgian authorities decided to declare their change in citizenship invalid and to allow their return.109 In contrast to the Belgian citizenship law, the Soviet law did not require one partner’s permission for the other to leave.110 The husbands in the Soviet Union could therefore decide independently to return home. The Ostarbeiterinnen who returned with them enjoyed the same rights because they were still considered married to a Belgian. Divorced Ostarbeiterinnen could also return, but they had to regain their Belgian citizenship through a procedure at a Belgian Court of First Instance.

CONCLUSION

Until 1984, Belgium applied the concept of derivative citizenship when people intermarried. Women exchanged their original citizenship for that of their husbands. This practice determined how men and women could make use of rights and be subject to legal exclusion in different ways.111 As has been said at the beginning of this chapter, it is generally assumed that derivative citizenship was advantageous to immigrant women because they were easily granted the citizenship of the host country. I argue that one has to consider the context in which people lived to identify the advantages and disadvantages for immigrant men and women. This chapter has made clear that in most cases, Ostarbeiterinnen were in a less advantageous position than Polish liberators. Here I will highlight three points that challenge
the assumption that immigrant women gain advantage from taking their husband’s nationality.

Firstly, the concept of derivative citizenship was not the only one used in the twentieth century. The Soviet Union proclaimed the equality of men and women and did not permit Soviet citizens to change their citizenship when they intermarried. The Ostarbeiterinnen wives in Belgium were still considered Soviet citizens by the Soviet Military Mission and in order to ensure good diplomatic relations, the Belgian state did not intervene when the Mission repatriated these Ostarbeiterinnen. Strangely enough, the combination of Soviet equal citizenship rights and the acquisition of Belgian citizenship could lead to the risk of being repatriated. The discrepancy between different national citizenship laws could turn advantages into disadvantages.

Secondly, Belgian women married to Polish liberators asked for their Belgian citizenship back right after the marriage. This was a practice generally reserved to wives whose husbands did not have any citizenship. The fact that the wives asked their original citizenship back illustrates the uncertain position of Polish citizenship in the West. That the Polish liberators ended up with Displaced Persons status, which offered them fewer political and social rights than their wives, might look like a disadvantage, but it also formed a safeguard against deportation which the Ostarbeiterinnen did not have. The marriage contract stated that wives had to follow their husbands, but the Belgian state would not expel its own citizens. The exceptional legal situation of Polish liberators and their wives resulted from a combination of derivative citizenship, the geopolitical situation and the marriage contract.

Thirdly, Polish liberators and Ostarbeiterinnen were permitted to stay in Belgium for different reasons. The immigrant men had to prove their economic usefulness, while the immigrant women had to marry or to give birth to Belgian citizens. This policy constructed the image of male independence and female dependence, but in practice Polish liberators were dependent on the family networks of their wives to guarantee this usefulness. Ostarbeiterinnen, however, were additionally dependent on their husbands because of the nature of the marriage contract. During the settlement process, Polish liberators received Belgian citizenship based on criteria they could fulfil without the help of their wives. Ostarbeiterinnen however, were in their social practices still more dependent on their husbands. The advantages and disadvantages of Polish liberators and Ostarbeiterinnen upon arrival differed from those during the settlement process.

The reason why Ostarbeiterinnen were in a less advantageous situation than Polish liberators lies in the context-specific situation in which both groups lived. Various factors—the marriage contract, concepts of gendered citizenship, migration and naturalisation policies, the dual nature of citizenship and the geopolitical situation—formed a framework of (sometimes) contradictory possibilities that shaped different advantages and disadvantages for immigrant men and women.
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